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OPT! MAL STABILIZATION POLICIES VIA
DETERMINISTIC CONTROL
itv ROI1IRT S. PINDYCK
Economic stahili:ation poli,' a defined in lernis of a !fttear-quadratic tracking prohlttt11w tmplu'arwns
of alk'r,latfte costozctjoitals and non-linear models für planning are theit discussed in ermc of computa-
tional sj,n1,Iicitr and unproced performance of ,nudels.
1. INTRODUCTION
The development of macro-econometric models over the past two decades has
provided a vehicle for studying the simultaneous time-dependent relationships
between economic variables and their response over the short term to policy
instruments, such as tax rates and the money supply. The more recent availability
of computational algorithms for the efficient solution of sets of simultaneous
difference equations has made the computer simulation of econometric models a
particularly useful way to determine and compare the dynamic effects of different
economic stabilization policies, and to test policies and weed out those whose
economic effects would be undesirable. Although it is an extremely useful tool for
the planning and analysis of stabilization policies, simulation does notprovide
a direct means of obtaining a policy that isoptimal with respect to a fixed set of
objectives.
In recent years, there has been an interest in optimal control theory as a
possible tool for economic planning. Given an econometric model that one is
willing to accept as a reasonable and fixed representation (at least over the short
term) of the economy, and given a cost (objective) functional that represents the
goals and objectives of economic stabilization, then the design of a stabilization
policy can easily be thought of as a problem in deterministic optimal control.
Of course, econometric models are not really deterministic systems. Each
equation has an implicit additive error term associated with it. and every estimated
coefficient is itself a random variable. Most of our work, however, is done under
the guidance of simplification, and so we might choose to ignore the stochastic
properties of the model or else make the necessary simplifying assumptions about
them that would allow us to invoke "certainty equivalence" [9] in obtaining a
solution. Certainly, a deterministic treatment of the optimal stabilization problem
is simpler in many respects to a stochastic treatment. To judge its usefulnessand
adequacy, we will have to examine some of the results which are nowbecoming
available.
Most, though not all, of the recent work in applying deterministic optimal
control to economic stabilization policy assumes that the econometric model is
either linear or else has been linearized, and itis not always clear as to how
appropriate this assumption is. The cost functionals that have been used have
generally been quadratic or quadratic-linear in structure. Such a formulationis
385perhaps somewhat restrictive hutresults in an optinlizationproblem that is mathematically tractable.
As an example ofthe use oldeterministic control in the formulationofoptinial stabilization policies, we will discussthe treatment of stahiljzaijo,ipolicas a linear-quadratic tracking problem inoptimal control. We will thenbriefly discus5 alternatives to the linear-quadraticformulation in the context ofsome Oilier recent applications of deterministiccontrol to stabilization policy.Finally, we will make some remarksabout the use of deterministicoptimal controlas a practical tool for the planningand analysis of stabilizationpolicies.
2. ECONOMIC STABIUZATIONPoucy A LINFAR_QtJM)RATI(.
TRACKIN(; PRO1IJIM
Economic stabilization policycan he approached asa deterministic optimal control problem that involvestracking as closelyas l)0SSihle nonhinal stateand nominal policy trajectories,subject to a quadraticcost functional and thecon- straint of a linearsystem. This fornuhlatiolh isactually quite general,and allows foi penalization forvariations in, as wellas the levels of, the statevariables and control variables.
The deterministicsystem is of the form
-= /lx + Ru1 + C:1
with a given initialcondition
Here x, is theIl-dimensional statevector at time I, u, ther-diniensional control vector at time i, andz,an s-dimensional vectorrepresenting, at time i.s exogenous variables which are knownfor all i butcannot be controlled by thepolicy planner. A, P, and Care knownflx n, ii x r, andi x s matrices. Note thatn, the number ofstate variables, willgenerally be larger thanthe numberofendogen05 variables since thestructural form of the modelwill usually containdifference equationsof order greater thanone.
We then defineand ias the nominal (ideal)state and controlvectors that we would like to track,and we assume thatthey have beenspecified for the entire planning period. Thenominal time paths forvariables such as GNPand invest- ment, for example, wouldprobably grow atsome steady rate, whilethat for uneniployment might dropand then remain lowfor the remainderof the planning periou Thecontrol variablesthemselves cannot hemanipulated inany way whatsoever, butmust also stay closeto a set of nominalor "ideal" time paths. For example, it isprobably undesirablefor governniespending or themoney Supply to increase by100 percent inone year and decrease by200 percent inthe next year. Manipulatingpolicy variables hasreal costs associatedwith it, and these costsmust be embodied in thecost functional The quadraticcost functional then isgiven by:
J1/2 {(x1- .1YQ(x. ) + (u1 - ñYR(u.-
386where Q is an ,x ii positive semi-deimnile matrix, and R is an r x rpositive
definite matrix. The diagonal elements of Q, sonic of which may be zero,give the
relative costs for deviating from the nominal path of each state variable-for
example. the cost of deviating fromnominal GNP relative to the cost for deviating
from nominal unemployment. The diagonal elements of R (all of which must be
non-zero), give the relative costs for deviating from the nominal paths ofthe
control variables: for example. we would expect it to be more costly to manipulate
the tax rate than to manipulate the money supply. Finally, the comparative magni-
tudes of Q and R give the relative costs of control versus the objectives of control.
The optimal control problem is then to find a control sequence {u', i = 0,
N - I } such thatiiand the resulting xsatisfy equations (1) and (2),
and the cost functional (3) is minimized.
The solution to this problem, which is described elsewhere [5. 6], provides
a convenient method of obtaining optimalpolicies thai are computationally
compatible even with reasonably large econometric models. The optimal closed-
loop feedback control is linear, i.e. of the form
(4) = F1x' + G1
This control law tends to he "self-correcting," i.e. if random shocks arcintroduced
into the system so that at dilierent times x moves away from its optimalvalue x,
the resulting optirna control (in the following period) will force the statevariables
towards their optimal paths.
As an example of the application of this method, this author [5]calculated
several optimal stabilization policies using a 2-state variable (tenequations)
quarterly econometric model [7]. The optimal policies were based on different
cost functions (i.e. different Q and R matrices) designed toprovide insight into
the trade-oITh inherent in policy formulation in the context of the model.The
results demonstrate the usefulness of the approach as a tool bothfor policy
planning and for the analysis and better understanding of amodel's dynamic
behavior.
3. ALTERNATIVE COST FUNCT1ONALS AND NON-LINEAR MODELS
The quadratic cost functional has become a familiar ineconomic optimiza-
tion problems. Besides having the nice property of yieldinglinear decision rules
when applied to the constraints of a linear system, it is, asi'heil [10] and others
have argued, a very reasonable way to model the costs ofdeviating from desired
objectives. It is restrictive however, in that it is symmetrical, i.e.overshooting a
policy target incurs the same cost as undershooting the target.
Attempts have been made to solve dynamic optimization problemswith
more general cost functionals. In a recentapplication to economic stabilization
policy, Friedman [2] has extended Theit's [10] specificationand solution of a
linear-quadratic optimization problem by working with a cost functional thatis
piece-wise quadratic. For each endogcnous variable and each policyvariable, the
range of possible values is divided into threeregions; values within the middle
region are assigned zero cost, but values within the two extremeregions are
penalized quadratica!ly but asymetrically (e.g. overshooting a targetmight cost
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less than undershooting).The algorithm devisedto solve this problemcaIculas optimal policies throughan iterative proCeSs whichsolves Theil'sstandar(J probleni along the differentpieces of the cost functional
The decisionas to whether this orany other deviation from thestandard quadratic cost functiomi! isworth the resultingcomputational expense depends in part on therange of values that theendogenous andexogenous variab!esare likely to takeon. Unemployment and inflationwill probably alwaysbe higher than is desired, andGNP growth lower thandesired, so there issome question as to whether thesymmetry of the quadraticcost is itself a seriouslimitation. There may be functionalforms other than thequadratic whichare more repre- sentative of actual socialcosts. However, the definitionof society'seconomic goals and preferences inany parametrizable functionalform is probablya much more complex problem thanis the attainment ofthose goals, butas long as one is willing toassume that the definitionis possible,a quadratic specificationdoes not seem toounreasonable, part!cularly inview of its analyticaltractability. Probably amore serious restriction thanthe quadraticcost is that ofa linear model. Mosteconometric modelsare at least quasi-linear instructure, but some- times themore interestingaspects of their dynamicbehavior arise fromthe non-linearitiesLivesey [4J hasrecently approached theoptimal stabilization problem witha Cofltjfluous..time 15State-variable non-linearmodel of the U.K. The controlvariables included theinterest rate, thegrowth rate ofgovernment expenditures, and therates of change of threetax rates, and thequadratic cost functional penalizedfor unemploymentand an adversetrade balance, while assigning a Positiveutility to theterminal capital stock. Livesey solved thisstabilization problemcomputationaly, usinga conjugate gradient method [3J,but largeamounts ofcompijtationtime are typicallyinvolved in the iterativesolution of a non-linearoptimal controlproblem. Even thoughhis model was fairlysmall, the largenumber of iterationsrequired made ittoo costly to reach thetrue optini(i.e. to allow thesolution algorithmto iterate until convergence) or to repeat theoptimization for severalalternative cost functionals. L.ivescy'S resultsraise the fundamentajiquestion that hasbeenencountered again and again inengineering applicationof optimalcontrol, namely, is the non-linear optimizationworth all of thecomputational difficultythat it entails. This question5 Particularlyimportant ineconomic stabilizationwhere the specification of thecost functional isso arbitrary, thusmaking it desirableto test different objectives bycomputing severaldifferent optimalpolicies. Theexperience in engineeringhas been thatoften the closed-loopcontrol for a linearmodel can be appliedadequately to thecontrol of a physicalsystem that isnon-linear. We have had lessexperience with confi oltheory ineconomics but wecan expect that the adequacyor inadequacy of linearor linearized modelswill dependon how much of the dynamicbehavior of theeconomic system isdetermined by thenon- linearities in itsstructure Our analyticaltools for dealingwith the dynamicsof non-linear systemsare meager andso we may haveto look atcomputational results to geta better feeling for howmuch we can relyon linear optimalcontrol as a means ofobtaining
stabilization policies.As an example,it would beinteresting for comparisonto solve Livesey's
optimization problemusing a linearizedversion of the model withthe same costfunctioral
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S4. DETERMiNISTIC CONTR0I AS A Toot. FOR PLANNINC;
As we mentioned before, computer simulation of econometric models has
lately become accepted as a useful too! for the p!anning and analysis of short-term
stabilization policies, and this acceptance is at least in part due to the availability
of efficient computational algorithms and the resulting ease by which numerical
simulation results can be obtained. An economist can take a model of almost
any size and, by simulating it over and over again, experiment with different
values of policy paramelers and different time-paths for policy and other
exogenous variables.
if optimal control is ever to gain the acceptance that simulation has as a
practical tool for policy planning and analysis, it is imperative that it yield solu-
tions that are computationally tractable. An economist should be able to get
numerical solutions easily so that he can experiment, much as he would with
simulation, with different values for the parameters in his cost functional or
different time-paths for non-policy exogenous variables. This should be an
important consideration when translating stabilization policy into an optimal
control problem, and the specification of the optimal control problem should be
such that its solution will make it possible to obtain efficiently and easily compu-
tational results for policies using models of reasonable size.
The linear-quadratic specification is robust in its applicability to the stabiliza-
tion problem, and has the special advantage of being computationally tractable.
Whether deviations from the linear-quadratic specification are worth the added
computational expense depends partly on how big that expense is, but also on
exactly how the properties of the resulting optimal policies depend on the non-
linearities or alternative cost functionals that one might want to introduce. For
now, even within the context of the linear-quadratic formulation, the dynamic
properties of optimal stabilization policies are not well understood. Sengupta [8]
for example has used simple multiplier-accelerator models to show that the
stability characteristics (e.g. the possible presence of oscillatory behavior) of the
optimal policy depends on the lag structure of the model, as well apossible
constraints on the control. When dealing with non-linear models and more
complicated cost functionals, it is all the more difficult to get an analytical under-
standing of the dynamics of the optimal policy and to assess the loss (the degree
of sub-optimnality) involved in a linearization of the model.
The points raised above also apply to the choice between a deterministic
versus a stochastic approach to finding optimal policies. The econometric model
is a stochastic system, hut solving a stochastic optimal control problem that takes
into account both the implicit additive error terms and the statistical properties
of the estimated coefficients can he extremely difficult, especially when one wants
to obtain computational results for a large model. In simplifying the problem and
using a deterministic treatment, we rely on past engineering experience with the
linear-quadratic deterministic control of non-linear stochastic systems. The self-
correcting nature of the linear control law (equation 4) that results seems to have
provided rather satisfactory results--satisfactory not only because they can be
computed easily, but also because they do not seem to be that sub-optimal in
their performance.
Massachusetts Institute of Technology
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